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INTRODUCTION

MOSTAQBAL is a multi-disciplinary engineering 

consultancy firm that provides architectural, 

engineering, and environmental services with an 

emphasis on quality, innovation, and design excellence.

Founded in 1978 as ACEPO (Amman Consulting 

Engineering and Planning Office), MOSTAQBAL has a 

track record of utilizing top expertise across the 

engineering industries to provide high-level consulting 

solutions to our clients in both the public and private 

sectors.



Classified as Grade 1A by the Jordanian Ministry of 

Public Works and Housing in: Buildings, Water & 

Wastewater, Roads, and Environment

Classified by the Jordan Engineers Association in: 

architecture, structural engineering, mechanical 

engineering, electrical engineering and power, 

surveying, urban planning, water and wastewater, 

roads, bridges, traffic, project management, 

environment, and renewable energy

Accredited by the Jordanian Ministry of Environment 

as Authorized Environmental Consultants and 

Auditors

CLASSIFICATION



MOSTAQBAL adheres to international quality 

standards and implements rigorous measures for 

quality assurance, environmental, and occupational 

health and safety. We continuously evolves to meet 

new business challenges.

ISO-certified in Quality, Occupational, Health, 

Safety and Environment

CERTIFICATION



Federation of Consultants from 

Islamic Countries

MOSTAQBAL is a member of prominent engineering 

and business associations, which are recognized as 

industry benchmarks.

This affiliation emphasizes MOSTAQBAL's commitment 

to proficiency in engineering consulting and its 

obligations to deliver innovative and high-quality 

solutions across the engineering sectors.

MEMBERSHIP



The MOSTAQBAL Family consists of over 200 experienced individuals who are supported by a solid management structure 

alongside internal supporting divisions and departments. We ensure the requirements and needs of our engineers are promptly 

addressed and that our clients are completely satisfied with the services we provide.

PEOPLE



Special StudiesFeasibility Studies

Building Information 

Modelling

Environmental 

Engineering

Construction 

Management and 

Supervision

Project Management

Master PlanningUrban Development

EngineeringArchitecture

MOSTAQBAL provides comprehensive services for 

complex projects. Our teams of engineers and experts 

are specialized in developing innovative, sustainable, 

and effective solutions that ensure our clients receive 

top-notch outcomes tailored to the specific needs of 

their projects

COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTIONS



SECTORS

With over 45 years of experience, MOSTAQBAL 

provides comprehensive engineering services for a 

wide variety of challenging projects in various business 

sectors

Transportation and 

Roads

Healthcare

Energy and Power

Mixed-Use

Industrial 

Environment & 

Waste 

Management

Water and  

Wastewater

Educational

Civic, Public & 

Commercial



MOSTAQBAL commitment to excellence builds long-

lasting relationships with partners and clients, driving 

project success in diverse industries.

PARTNERS



EXPERIENCE
GENERAL



Specialized designs and supervision are essential for 

mixed-use projects due to the specific challenges, which 

involve a broad variety of engineering and technical 

construction aspects.

We recognize the challenge of designing a facility with 

expansion and use changes in mind, and we make the 

most of our extensive knowledge of all national and 

international building standards and codes and employ it 

creatively and in innovative ways to successfully carry out 

projects that put sustainability first.

MOSTAQBAL has distinguished mixed-use development 

experience in the region, including the Red Sea Resort in 

Saudi Arabia, the Turkish Village in Qatar, the SARAYA 

Aqaba, and the ABDALI Boulevard projects in Jordan.

MIXED-USE

Baptism Site Development



HEALTHCARE

Quality healthcare engineering is more than building 

design. It’s about creating supportive environments that 

prioritize people's wellbeing and facilitate excellent care 

delivery.

At MOSTAQBAL, we understand these requirements, 

building hospitals that put people at their heart. Our 

extensive track record of designing and supervising 

healthcare projects across Jordan puts us firmly at the 

forefront of engineering consultancies in the field. With a 

particular focus on public hospitals, we engineer 

healthcare facilities with the future in mind, guaranteeing 

positive healthcare outcomes while anticipating the 

challenges to come.

MOSTAQBAL served the major public healthcare sector in 

Jordan with over 3,000 Beds 

Prince Hamza Hospital



Educational facilities and conducive design solutions 

have the potential to shape the learning experience, 

allowing students to fully realize their capabilities.

MOSTAQBAL provided engineering consultancy services 

for the design, supervision, environmental, health, safety 

monitoring and surveys for the construction, expansion, 

and renovation of many educational institutions and 

public schools in Jordan.

We take great pride in approaching educational facilities 

from a holistic design perspective, addressing the 

intricate needs of high-capacity venues while paying 

close attention to the fundamentals of accessible design.

Design & Supervision: +70 Educational Projects

Supervision of Construction: +200 Schools

Environmental, health and safety monitoring: +70  Schools

EDUCATIONAL

Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET)



Throughout the course of its history, MOSTAQBAL's 

team of engineers and consultants has been in charge of 

successfully completing a broad variety of building 

projects, whether they are for private, public, or business 

purposes.

Our expertise encompasses all aspects of engineering, 

from conventional building design to the most recent 

requirements for sustainability and green buildings.

MOSTAQBAL always aims to deliver innovative and 

adaptable designs that put the needs of people first.

CIVIC, COMMERCIAL & PUBLIC

Andalusia Amman



INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXES & 

FACILITIES

MOSTAQBAL has designed and supervised major 

industrial cities in Jordan, optimizing the use of space 

and infrastructure and taking into account the best 

technical practices to secure investment opportunities 

for the industrial sector.

We aim to fulfill each industry's specialized requirements 

and regulations, utilizing the best engineering 

techniques to ensure the resilience and efficiency of our 

clients’ facilities.

MOSTAQBAL has provided its engineering consultancy 

services to a wide range of industrial sectors, including, but 

not limited to: Metals & Mining, Food & Beverage, Military, 

Aviation, Chemical, and Textiles.

JODDB Industrial Complex-Al Khaldia - Al Mafraq



ENVIRONMENT & WASTE 

MANAGEMENT

MOSTAQBAL has a track record of successfully 

completing projects that preserve nature, protect 

resources, and manage waste. We apply our extensive 

knowledge of quality assurance, monitoring protocols, 

and Environmental and Social Impact Assessments (ESIA) 

to all aspects of our business.

We carried out a number of significant environmental 

projects in Jordan, not only in the field of the 

environment but also in all critical engineering domains 

where the application of environmental studies became 

crucial to ensuring environmental sustainability and 

greening.

MOSTAQBAL is proud to be trusted with the development 

of the National Strategy for Solid Waste Management in 

Jordan.



WATER & WASTEWATER

BAQA’A Sewage Treatment Plant

Effective management of natural resources is more 

important than ever. In the area of water and 

wastewater, MOSTAQBAL provides a wide range of 

services, including groundwater modeling, flood studies, 

dams, culverts, sewage system design, and water and 

wastewater networks.

We have provided our design, masterplan, feasibility 

studies, and supervision services for a number of major 

projects in different governorates in Jordan, in 

accordance with the highest international standards.

MOSTAQBAL is now recognized as an expert in the water and 

wastewater sector thanks to its extensive track record of 

successfully completed projects.

More than 2,000 Km of Water and Wastewater Networks, and WWTP 

with capacities ranges from 250 to 14,000 m3/Day



TRANSPORTATION & ROADS

Bus Rapid Transit BRT Project ǀ Amman - Zarqa [Package 1]

MOSTAQBAL has long experience delivering 

transportation and roads projects. Our design team is 

equipped to prepare specialized engineering solutions, 

whether hydrological, axel loads, pavement layer design, 

or intersections.

Whether it’s a highway renovation or a port 

redevelopment, preserving the safety and integrity of 

our transport networks is vital for growing our economy 

and keeping our communities connected.

We have expertise in a wide range of projects, from the 

expansion, maintenance, and rehabilitation of major 

highways all over Jordan to the construction supervision of 

the Bus Rapid Transit BRT project (Package 1) connecting 

Amman and Zarqa.



ENERGY & POWER

MASDAR 200 MW Solar Photovoltaic Power Plant

MOSTAQBAL's specialized Power Unit enhances its 

capabilities in the power and energy sectors. 

Our power unit includes the most experienced 

consultants across a range of power industries and is 

focused on satisfying the needs of both local and 

regional markets.

We draw on a history of excellence in providing design, 

supervision, and studies for several major energy, 

transmission and overhead power line projects in 

Jordan, including the site characterization for Jordan’s 

first nuclear power plant and the 200-megawatt 

MASDAR solar power plant.



www.mostaqbal.jo
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